Descriptive Cataloging Using RDA
Exercise 5 -- Identifying Expressions -- Answers

a. a German translation of a journal with the title proper “Advances in astrophysics”
   
   130 $a Advances in astrophysics. $l German

b. a Spanish translation of a book by Susan Smith with the title “Spain and Portugal”
   
   100 $a Smith, Susan
   240 $a Spain and Portugal. $l Spanish

c. a Portuguese translation of a book with no known authors with the title “Spain and Portugal” published in 2008 by ABC Press
   
   130 $a Spain and Portugal. $l Portuguese.

d. a Portuguese translation of another book with no known authors with the title “Spain and Portugal” published in 2011 by DEF Press
   
   
   or
   
   130 $a Spain and Portugal (DEF Press). $l Portuguese.

e. a compilation of works by Roberto Lopez with the title “Complete works”, published in 2009
   
   100 $a Lopez, Roberto.
   240 $a Works